
3 years in “rescue” and poor Frankie still hasn’t had a chance to find a real home. 3 long years 

of life in boarding. From a crate to an indoor/outdoor run but never a shot to be in an actual 

home. Never networked, 

never given a chance.  

 

Too many people in rescue and even lots who aren’t, get so stuck on this “no kill nation” and 

seem to forget that there’s far worse fates than going to sleep and being free of mental and/or 

physical torture.  

 

Dogs are pack animals who need and absolutely deserve much more than just the basics of 

food, water and shelter. They need socialization, mental and physical stimulation, training, 

structure and freedom to just be a dog.  

 

All things that a life in a boarding facility can’t give them. (I don’t care what facility it is either or 

how much the staff care for the dogs. Long term kennel/crate life is NOT IT. It’s also not the 

boarding staffs’ responsibility to take over care until further notice) 

 

Let me remind you that I too have been a kennel worker who loved the dogs at the facility 

deeply, like my own, Frankie was just one of those dogs, but I was still able to recognize the 

damage being done to the dogs who sat day in and out for years with just the basics of life. My 

love alone couldn’t save them .  

 

Love is nice but dogs need much more than just love.  

 

It’s become far to common for “rescues/rescuers” to swoop in with their Facebook hero capes 

on, to cherry-pick the dogs and even cats with sad stories only to fail them long term. Once the 

next sad story takes the attention away from that said animal, they no longer matter. Updates 

come in slower and slower eventually become nonexistent. That dog that had everyone in an 

uproar to “save” now sits forgotten once again.  

 

Just like Frankie and the countless other dogs like her who share a very similar story.  

 

I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again , THIS IS NOT RESCUE.  If you are still supporting this 

pattern of behavior in any form, then you too are adding to this problem. You are now also a 

problem.  

 

If there is anyone who is left on my “friends” list that thinks it’s acceptable to pull dogs with 

pledges or sad stories to reel in donations, only to leave them in boarding indefinitely, then 

please delete yourself. You really need to rethink your morals.  

 

I have to add that I know saving dogs takes money and manpower, which is often extremely 

hard to get. Dogs with medical issues and/or behavioral issues (like Frankie has been known to 

have can be harder to find homes for, very true) MY issues comes when those issues no longer 

matter to the rescue and when they aren’t even addressed. I’m no expert but I’ve never known 



of any medical or behavioral issues to just go away or get better with nothing more than life in a 

cage offered to them. Then to see the “rescue” turn around and continuously pull more dogs 

without ever addressing the long term dogs with issues in their program is just downright cruel 

and shady. Forgetting dogs in boarding for years because they are not perfect…THAT’S NOT 

RESCUE! 

 

I hope and pray that Frankie and the others like her get a chance very soon. 3 years + of waiting 

for even a foster home has to be agonizing. Why doesn’t Frankie matter like the cute, easy 

puppies or the high dollar adoption fee pure bred dogs?  

 

Take this as a reminder to never follow anyone blindly. Always lead with your head and not your 

heart. Ask question!  Follow up on dogs that are “safe” and demand transparency for all 

“rescues” not just some. And always remember that not everything you see on social media is 

what it seems. 

 

Frankie deserves to have a voice and shouldn’t be hidden anymore.  

 

Click below to see Frankie’s Shelter Plea  

Original Shelter Post  

 

 

 

   

 

https://www.facebook.com/388243544633225/posts/777140275743548/?d=n






 


